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Adaptive time-domain filtering for real-time spectral
discrimination in a Michelson interferometer
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We present a method of spectral discrimination that employs time-domain processing instead of the typical
frequency-domain analysis and implement the method in a Michelson interferometer with a nonlinear mirror
scan. The technique yields one analog output value per scan instead of a complete interferogram by di-
rectly filtering a measured scan with a reference function in the time domain. Such a procedure drastically
reduces data-processing requirements downstream. Additionally, using prerecorded interferograms as refer-
ences eliminates the need to compensate for scan nonlinearities, which broadens the field of usable components
for implementation in miniaturized sensing systems. With our efficient use of known spectral signatures,
we demonstrate real-time discrimination of 633- and 663-nm laser sources with a mirror scan length of 1 mm,
compared with the Rayleigh criterion of 7 mm. © 2002 Optical Society of America
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In recent years there has been a dramatic increase in
the generation, transmission, storage, and processing
of hyperspectral imagery in sensing applications by
use of a variety of optical systems including grating,
prism, and Fourier-transform spectrometers.1 Such
imagery can be a rich source of detailed spectral
information that is useful in chemical analysis, mate-
rials characterization, and target identification. The
challenge of processing the large volumes of informa-
tion has motivated the development of new methods
for handling data. There have been attempts at
advanced data compression with and without loss,2

data processing by use of neural network concepts,3

interferogram analysis in Fourier-transform infrared
systems,4,5 Hadamard encoding with a micromirror
array,6 and processing in the optical domain.7 These
methods can potentially solve problems of great size
and complexity. However, most of these techniques
require significant data-processing power and careful
sensing-system characterization and may not be
rapidly adaptable to new sensing tasks.

For applications in which a sensing system is needed
for distinguishing one spectrum from the background
or from a set of known spectra, we propose implemen-
tation of direct time-domain filtering of interferograms
in a simple interferometer. Using this method, we
demonstrate real-time spectral discrimination without
digital processing in a Michelson interferometer with
a nonlinear mirror scan. Linear transforms for con-
verting data to the frequency domain are unnecessary
when this technique is used, and characterization and
compensation for nonlinearities in the spectrometer
scan are also avoided.

Furthermore, one can readily adapt the system
to sense different spectra merely by changing the
time-domain references that serve as filters. Eff i-
cient utilization of these known signatures drastically
reduces information collection requirements. In
general, this direct processing method can be applied
to signals generated in any domain (e.g., time, space,
and frequency), obviating the necessity to perform
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transforms between domains. These advantages
allow simple spectrometers8,9 to perform sophisti-
cated sensing and identification tasks with minimal
data-processing power.

One way to identify a measured spectrum with a
set of reference spectra is to calculate and compare
overlap integrals of the measured spectrum with the
references. The process reduces to multiplication and
integration and can also be viewed as taking an inner
product of the spectral signal and a reference. Such
analysis is typically done in the frequency domain, but
here we suggest obtaining a simple inner product in the
time domain (Fig. 1). This value is easily calculated,
given a sensing system that reports spectral informa-
tion in the form of a time-domain signal.

Reference functions can be directly constructed in
the time domain electronically. For simple discrimi-
nation tasks the references can be unprocessed inter-
ference functions that have been recorded from known
sources. In other situations the interference functions

Fig. 1. Time-domain output from a spectrometer (e.g., an
interference function from a Michelson spectrometer) mul-
tiplied by a time-domain reference function recorded from a
light source of interest and integrated over the time of one
spectrometer scan (e.g., one mirror scan). This process is
repeated with a second reference that corresponds to a sec-
ond light source. Comparison of the resultant inner prod-
ucts (I.P.1, I.P.2) identifies the observed light source.
© 2002 Optical Society of America
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may be inputs to a mathematical algorithm that cre-
ates a new set of time-domain filter functions particu-
larly suited to the discrimination task. Regardless of
their complexity, obtaining the reference functions is at
most a one-time task; once it is performed, one can use
the set of references repeatedly to directly analyze mea-
sured interferograms. With our method there is no
required Fourier transform or digital processing down-
stream. Also, one can reprogram a system to ana-
lyze different spectra by simply recording a new set
of reference functions. This procedure permits rapid
adaptability to new sensing tasks and provides greater
f lexibility to use nonlinear scanning components in
sensing systems.

One typically handles nonlinear mirror scans by
sampling interferograms in steps of equal optical path
difference measured by a reference laser system10

or by sampling in equal time intervals and digitally
compensating for premapped nonlinear motion. How-
ever, if references sampled in equal time intervals
are recorded with the same system that had been
used to test unknown interferograms, the effects of
any nonlinearities in the mirror scan motion will be
accounted for, and compensation will be unnecessary.
This process simplif ies the sensing system and yields
considerable freedom to utilize components that lack
linear scan motions, such as high-speed, harmoni-
cally oscillating microelectromechanical scanning
mirrors.8 Because measurement rate is proportional
to mirror scan rate, miniature mirrors can offer rapid
spectral analysis.

We have used the time-domain inner product method
to demonstrate real-time discrimination of two laser
sources. The optical setup is a Michelson interferome-
ter with a 2.5-cm-diameter f ixed mirror, a 4 mm 3

4 mm square mirror upon a piezoelectric transducer
(PZT), and a silicon photodetector. The two sources
are a 633-nm He–Ne laser at 281 mW and a 663-nm
laser diode at 328 mW, both with a FWHM beam size of
1.5 mm. To test the filtering method with nonlinear
mirror motion we drive the PZT with a dc-offset si-
nusoid at 0.1 Hz.

We have constructed a system that performs both
reference function recording and inner product cal-
culations and synchronizes the mirror scans as well
(Fig. 2). Photodetector output f lows directly to a
computer-controlled electronic circuit. The control
system can send the measured interference function
either to a data-acquisition interface for recording or
to a simple circuit for inner product calculation. In
the latter case the time-varying interference function
is multiplied by an unprocessed, prerecorded reference
function, and the product is integrated over one mirror
scan. The multiplication is performed in an analog
multiplier integrated circuit, and the integration is
performed in an operational–amplif ier circuit. Here
the interference functions have equal magnitudes;
however, for the general case of interference functions
with unequal magnitudes we would also require
an electronic circuit for normalization of the inner
product. Data processing is complete as soon as the
interferometer finishes scanning; only the f inal inner
product value is transmitted for data acquisition by
the computer. This reduces the information handling
to just one analog electronic value per scan.

For the system described here, one can derive
time-domain interference functions theoretically by
combining the standard sinusoidal interferogram with
the mirror motion function. Output photocurrent I is
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where t is time, A is the maximum current, d is the
mirror scan length, l is the source wavelength, f is the
mirror scan frequency, and e is a phase offset account-
ing for mirror scans starting away from the point of
zero optical path difference. For one mirror scan, I �t�
is evaluated for t � 0 to 1��2f �.

With the 633-nm source coupled into the interfer-
ometer, theoretical inner products with 633-nm (upper
curves) and 663-nm (lower curves) reference functions
are plotted as the thinner curves in Fig. 3. Real-time
experimental data, with all processing done in an ana-
log electronic circuit in the time domain, are plotted as
thicker curves. The lower and upper curves are well
separated at high scan lengths, and the separation gen-
erally decreases with decreasing scan length. Where

Fig. 2. Photocurrent from the Michelson interferometer
either recorded as a reference function or routed to the in-
ner product (I.P.) electronic circuit in real time.

Fig. 3. Inner products of a 633-nm signal with a 633-nm
(the two upper curves) and a 663-nm (the two lower curves)
reference. Thicker curves, real-time inner products
calculated in the electronic circuit. Thinner curves,
theoretical simulations; the small oscillations are due to
high-frequency sinusoidal components from the inner pro-
ducts of interference functions described in Eq. (1).
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the upper inner product is measurably greater than the
lower, discrimination is straightforward. The decline
in experimental inner product values relative to theory
for scan lengths of ,1 mm is due to inconsistent PZT
motion in this regime.

Discrimination of known spectra can require much
less information collection than a general measure-
ment of an unknown spectrum. For the Michelson
interferometer, this fact is manifested by a reduction
in the required optical path difference. Thus it is
possible to discriminate the two sources at mirror
scan lengths that are significantly lower than those
suggested by the spectrometer system’s nominal
resolution. For discriminating 633- and 663-nm
wavelengths, the Rayleigh resolution criterion sug-
gests a scan length of 7.0 mm. The system presented
here is able to choose the correct source with nearly
100% accuracy for a 2-mm scan length, where the
inner-product curves are widely separated. At 1 mm
the margin for error is decreased; vibrations and
mirror scan variations, which lead to uncertainties in
inner product values, are more likely to cause errors in
discrimination. Nevertheless, accuracy is measured
to be greater than 90% at 1 mm. Along with the
decrease in required mirror displacement, the shorter
required scan length can reduce requirements for mir-
ror actuator size, mirror actuator power, and frequency
response of the photodetector and electronics. Such
a benefit could permit the implementation of simpler
components, including microelectromechanical mirror
actuators, which would be valuable in the design of
miniaturized spectrometers.

It is straightforward to extend our method to
more-complex discrimination tasks. For example,
the difference between two reference functions can
be implemented as a new reference. In the presence
of either one of the two sources that generated the
original reference functions, the inner product yields a
relatively high absolute value. However, the presence
of both sources results in a low absolute value. In
this way, additional logical data processing can be ac-
complished without additional real-time calculations.

In conclusion, time-domain filtering permits the
efficient implementation of simple, adaptive spec-
trometers tasked with discriminating known spec-
tra. Reduction in required mirror displacement and
insensitivity to nonlinear mirror scanning can dra-
matically relax operating requirements. Inherent
programmability and output of one inner product
value, compared with the large data set needed
for a full spectral analysis, can provide processing
f lexibility and real-time results without digital cal-
culations. For example, the single-value output can
drive a simple discriminator for identifying targets in
background clutter or detecting outliers in production
quality monitoring. Adapting to a new sensing task
requires only recording a new set of interferograms
and, at worst, a one-time recalculation of time-domain
reference functions. Systems that use this technique
may facilitate fast, f lexible information analysis that
is especially suitable for f ield-deployable systems,
personal-use medical devices, and other compact
sensor systems that are now in development.
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